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Dr. Katri Salminen (Project Manager, School of Industrial Engineering)

10:55 – 11:40
The Dark Side of AI and How to Remove the Fear
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Developing a Successful AI Strategy

Dr. Xander Lub (HU University of Applied Sciences, Utrecht, NL Research Fellow Nyenrode Business University)
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Work of the 
future…?

Picture: 
The New Yorker, Oct, 2017.

@piahautamaki
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If your company’s system is still not integrated with AI, 
there's a chance you might lag behind your 

competitors. 

The AI market is expected to reach the $500 billion 
milestone by 2024.

Forbes (2022). https://www.forbes.com/sites/forbesbusinesscouncil/2022/11/21/the-top-five-ways-ai-is-transforming-business/

Picture: Pixabay @Geralt

@piahautamaki
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EU Data Strategy estimates that the data economy 
could increase to €829 billion by 2025, making up 
5.4% of the EU’s GDP. 

Quality data is key for AI applications and can also 
drive sustainability and circularity in value chains.

European Data Strategy: https://commission.europa.eu/strategy-and-policy/priorities-2019-2024/europe-fit-digital-age/european-data-strategy_en

@piahautamaki
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62% of business leaders say 
their company has already 
invested in AI and automation 
tools. 

Of those, 71% report positive 
ROI, and 72% say AI and 
automation make their 
employees more productive.

Hubspot & 10WEB (2023). AI Trends for Marketers. How AI is Changing Marketing and Driving Rapid Business Growth: https://offers.hubspot.com/ai-marketing?hubs_post-cta=author

@piahautamaki
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Transformative 
artificial intelligence 
tools, such as 
ChatGPT, yield 
benefits for 
productivity 
enhancement in 
businesses.

Dwivedi, Y. K., Kshetri, N., Hughes, L., Slade, E. L., Jeyaraj, A., Kar, A. K., ... & Wright, R. 
(2023). “So what if ChatGPT wrote it?” Multidisciplinary perspectives on opportunities, challenges and implications of generative conversational AI for research, practice and policy. International 
Journal of Information Management, 71, 102642.

@piahautamaki
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•ChatGPT in B2B marketing

Hubspot (2023). Sales Trend Report
Dwivedi, Y. K., Kshetri, N., Hughes, L., Slade, E. L., Jeyaraj, A., Kar, A. K., ... & Wright, R. (2023). “So what if ChatGPT wrote it?” Multidisciplinary perspectchallenges and implications of generative conversational AIfor research, practice and policy. 
International Journal of Information Management, 71, 102642.
ives on opportunities,
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•AI tools in B2B sales

https://www.linkedin.com/posts/linasbeliunas_game-changer-air-just-launched-the-worlds-activity-
7086419508055207936-NvTB?utm_source=share&utm_medium=member_desktop

@piahautamaki
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AI is much more than just a 
technological upgrade. 

We talk about a 
fundamental shift in how 
we understand business, 

work, and innovation.

@piahautamaki
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• What is intelligence all about? 
What is AI?

AI won’t take your job. A 
human using AI will.

- Many experts and Industry 
Leaders

Mechanical tasks should be performed 
mostly by mechanical AI. Mechanical 
Human Intelligence (HI) is often 
replaced.

Thinking tasks should be performed 
by both thinking AI and HI. Thinking 

HI is increased.

Feeling tasks should be performed 
mostly by HI. Feeling HI may be 

supported by lower-level AI.

Huang, M. H., & Rust, R. T. (2021). Engaged to a robot? The role of AI in service. Journal of Service Research, 24(1), 30-41.

@piahautamaki
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The primary importance is to 
understand AI on a profound 

level and take action!
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AI transformation includes, among others:

• Forming a Data & AI strategy

• Understanding the practical and psychological barriers to AI

• Improving data quality

• Communication: Understanding the possibilities of AI throughout the organization

• Developing skills and expertise

• A lot of internal communication throughout the organization

• Networking and developing cooperation

• Financial impacts

• Goal management

• Ethics

What else should AI transformation at your company?

@piahautamaki
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Make it or break it
- SMEs transforming

business via data and AI
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•Production is the backbone of Europe’s industry and 
lagging in digital transformation

Manufacturing in Europe

- In 2022 the value of sold production in the EU was 6 179 
billion (€)  - an increase of 19 % compared with 2021 

- 80% of exports come from manufacturing

- Largest sectors: Metal (18%), Vehicles + transportation 
(13%), and Food industry incl. beverages and tobacco 
(17%)

- More than 2 million companies employ more than 30 
million people

- Energy-intensive manufacturing industries cause more 
than 22% of the CO2 emissions in the EU

- Roughly 8% of manufacturing companies in the EU use 
AI – the level is not very high and there are reasons for it

Sources: https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/statistics-explained/index.php?title=Industrial_production_statistics#Overview; 
https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/statistics-explained/index.php?title=Businesses_in_the_manufacturing_sector; https://joint-research-
centre.ec.europa.eu/jrc-news-and-updates/greenhouse-gas-emissions-manufacturing-what-difference-across-countries-2023-09-29_en; 
https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/collection/rolling-plan-ict-standardisation/digitisation-european-industry; 
https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/statistics-
explained/index.php?title=File:Enterprises_using_AI_technologies_by_economic_activity,_EU,_2021_(%25_of_enterprises).png

Largest obstacles in adaptation of AI in 
manufacturing industry

- Overall, low digital maturity

- Large gaps between countries, individual companies and 
industries regarding the adaptation of digital technologies

- Existing systems do not allow data collection or analytics 
in a manner that would allow, for example, real-time-
tracking of the manufacturing processes (e.g., time series 
data for long-term quality process monitoring and 
forecasts)

- Poor visualisation of the data

- Skills of the personnel (from floor level to the top 
management)

- Lack of investments and support

- Lack of return-of-investments

- Skills mismatch

Sources: Literature survey of the FairDatAct project (Salminen)

@piahautamaki
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•Data and AI for manufacturing

What data and AI could do to increase value, save costs and 
decrease CO2 emissions

- Process optimisation

- Energy efficiency

- Material savings

- Full circular economy

- Predictive maintenance

- High quality (including but not limited to first-time-right manufacturing)

- Automation

- Improved human-machine collaboration (e.g., safety)

- New design and innovation

- Traceability
Digital Product Passports and Scope3 reporting create demands for data sharing within the supply chain

Sources: https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2590123023004838#sec4; https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/abstract/document/10216871; https://research-
and-innovation.ec.europa.eu/research-area/industrial-research-and-innovation/industry-50_en

Ideas for improvement:

Investments

Innovations

RDIE environments

Educational activities (cross-cutting and 
multidisciplinary)

Collaborative actions

Standardisation

Easy-to-use systems, scalability

Presenting data and analytics in an 
understandable manner throughout the 
supply chain 

@piahautamaki
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Thank you!

@piahautamaki
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Кто не рискует тот, не пьёт 
шампанского.

Who does not take risks, 
does not drink champagne.
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• Existential and Societal Risks
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•Tell me... What worries you?

https://www.ft.com/content/ce7dcbac-d801-4053-93f5-4c82267d7130

https://www.ft.com/content/ce7dcbac-d801-4053-93f5-4c82267d7130
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AI Risks You Will Face Anyway
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•Deepfakes/Social Engineering

https://www.fortinet.com/resources/cyberglossary/deepfakehttps://www.experian.com/blogs/global-insights/how-businesses-can-detect-and-
mitigate-deepfake-fraud-attacks/

https://www.fortinet.com/resources/cyberglossary/deepfake
https://www.experian.com/blogs/global-insights/how-businesses-can-detect-and-mitigate-deepfake-fraud-attacks/
https://www.experian.com/blogs/global-insights/how-businesses-can-detect-and-mitigate-deepfake-fraud-attacks/
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•Deepfake Social Eng. Attacks

• Deepfake Attack on UK Energy Company

- In March 2019, the CEO of a UK energy provider 
received a phone call from someone who sounded 
exactly like his boss. The call was so convincing that the 
CEO ended up transferring $243,000 to a “Hungarian 
supplier” — a bank account that actually belonged to a 
scammer.

https://www.tessian.com/blog/examples-of-social-
engineering-attacks/

• In 2021, this was repeated in the UAE…

https://www.forbes.com/sites/thomasbrewster/2021/10
/14/huge-bank-fraud-uses-deep-fake-voice-tech-to-steal-
millions/

• Last month this was upgraded to a deepfake 
video call.

https://edition.cnn.com/2024/02/04/asia/deepfake-cfo-
scam-hong-kong-intl-hnk/index.html

How do we deal with this?
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•Disinformation

https://edmo.eu/edmo-news/new-white-paper-on-generative-ai-
and-disinformation-recent-advances-challenges-and-opportunities/

https://www.nature.com/articles/s41598-024-53755-0

https://edmo.eu/edmo-news/new-white-paper-on-generative-ai-and-disinformation-recent-advances-challenges-and-opportunities/
https://edmo.eu/edmo-news/new-white-paper-on-generative-ai-and-disinformation-recent-advances-challenges-and-opportunities/
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41598-024-53755-0
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•Commercial Disinformation

https://www.pwc.com/us/en/tech-
effect/cybersecurity/corporate-sector-disinformation.html

https://warsawinstitute.org/disinformation-threat-private-
state-owned-businesses/Disinformation as a Service Exists!

(https://www.isdglobal.org/explainers/commercial-
disinformation-product-service/)

https://www.pwc.com/us/en/tech-effect/cybersecurity/corporate-sector-disinformation.html
https://www.pwc.com/us/en/tech-effect/cybersecurity/corporate-sector-disinformation.html
https://warsawinstitute.org/disinformation-threat-private-state-owned-businesses/
https://warsawinstitute.org/disinformation-threat-private-state-owned-businesses/
https://www.isdglobal.org/explainers/commercial-disinformation-product-service/
https://www.isdglobal.org/explainers/commercial-disinformation-product-service/
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•Shadow AI

Employees are using AI to save time 
without management’s knowledge.

• BUT (for example) what you upload to public 
LLMs could be used as training data.

• GDPR breach anyone?

Solutions?
• Governance
• Provide (vetted) AI tools
• Training

https://www.walkme.com/blog/shadow-ai/

https://www.walkme.com/blog/shadow-ai/
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AI Risks You Choose To Take
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•Risks of Deploying AI

• Computer Vision

• Data Science

• Credit scoring

• Fraud detection

• Customer service chatbots

• Image/video/audio generation

• Programming assistants

• Summarisation of audio

• Automated translation, etc…

• Which applications carry the most 
business risk? Why?

• The “use case” is a big factor 
determining success (and risk).

• What factors might determine risk in 
an AI deployment?

• Tech maturity?

• Customer/public exposure?

• Mission criticality?
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• Is Gen AI Business Ready?

• And THEN there is generative AI…
• Think of 1920s cinema…

• …or the Tacoma Narrows Bridge

• There is however immense pressure to push 
prototypes into production.

• BUT there are instances where Gen AI systems 
are delivering value.
• Klarna’s AI assistant handled two-thirds of 

customer service chats in its first month.

• https://www.klarna.com/international/press/klar
na-ai-assistant-handles-two-thirds-of-customer-
service-chats-in-its-first-month/ (27 Feb 2024!)

https://www.bbc.com/news/technology-68025677

https://www.bbc.com/news/technology-68025677
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•Hallucination

https://blog.gramener.com/llm-hallucinations/ and https://twitter.com/MihailCazacu1/status/1760350781448827340

https://blog.gramener.com/llm-hallucinations/
https://twitter.com/MihailCazacu1/status/1760350781448827340
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•AI Safety/Bias/Alignment

https://gurukannan.medium.com/overview-of-mlops-ml-
dev-ops-2899ecb97820

https://gradientflow.substack.com/p/alignment-in-ai-key-to-
safe-and-beneficial

https://gurukannan.medium.com/overview-of-mlops-ml-dev-ops-2899ecb97820
https://gurukannan.medium.com/overview-of-mlops-ml-dev-ops-2899ecb97820
https://gradientflow.substack.com/p/alignment-in-ai-key-to-safe-and-beneficial
https://gradientflow.substack.com/p/alignment-in-ai-key-to-safe-and-beneficial
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•Technological Attacks

https://www.vischer.com/en/knowledge/blog/part-6-the-flip-side-
of-the-coin-where-we-need-to-protect-ai-from-attackers/

• Gen AI systems can be attacked.

• It’s potentially possible to:
• Damage the AI model
• Get it to run outside code or 

“naughty” prompts
• Overload it
• Steal information from it
• Mislead it

• https://medium.com/@zehanimehdi
49/hacking-llms-101-attention-is-all-
i-need-407fa25c1796 (for more)

https://www.vischer.com/en/knowledge/blog/part-6-the-flip-side-of-the-coin-where-we-need-to-protect-ai-from-attackers/
https://www.vischer.com/en/knowledge/blog/part-6-the-flip-side-of-the-coin-where-we-need-to-protect-ai-from-attackers/
https://medium.com/@zehanimehdi49/hacking-llms-101-attention-is-all-i-need-407fa25c1796
https://medium.com/@zehanimehdi49/hacking-llms-101-attention-is-all-i-need-407fa25c1796
https://medium.com/@zehanimehdi49/hacking-llms-101-attention-is-all-i-need-407fa25c1796
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Managing AI Risks
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•Solutions (mostly) already exist

An AI is still a computer system….
https://www.techtarget.com/searchenterpriseai/definition/responsible-AI

https://www.techtarget.com/searchenterpriseai/definition/responsible-AI
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•Risk Management

• What are your top TWO AI risks?

• What will you do when you are back in the office?

https://www2.deloitte.com/dl/en/pages/legal/articles/ki-verordnung-eu.html

https://www.techtarget.com/searchsecurity/tip/How-to-perform-
a-cybersecurity-risk-assessment-step-by-step

https://www2.deloitte.com/dl/en/pages/legal/articles/ki-verordnung-eu.html
https://www.techtarget.com/searchsecurity/tip/How-to-perform-a-cybersecurity-risk-assessment-step-by-step
https://www.techtarget.com/searchsecurity/tip/How-to-perform-a-cybersecurity-risk-assessment-step-by-step
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•Regulators Find Their Spines

https://ico.org.uk/about-the-ico/media-centre/news-and-
blogs/2024/02/ico-orders-serco-leisure-to-stop-using-facial-

recognition-technology/

https://www.ftc.gov/policy/advocacy-research/tech-at-
ftc/2024/02/ai-other-companies-quietly-changing-your-

terms-service-could-be-unfair-or-deceptive

https://ico.org.uk/about-the-ico/media-centre/news-and-blogs/2024/02/ico-orders-serco-leisure-to-stop-using-facial-recognition-technology/
https://ico.org.uk/about-the-ico/media-centre/news-and-blogs/2024/02/ico-orders-serco-leisure-to-stop-using-facial-recognition-technology/
https://ico.org.uk/about-the-ico/media-centre/news-and-blogs/2024/02/ico-orders-serco-leisure-to-stop-using-facial-recognition-technology/
https://www.ftc.gov/policy/advocacy-research/tech-at-ftc/2024/02/ai-other-companies-quietly-changing-your-terms-service-could-be-unfair-or-deceptive
https://www.ftc.gov/policy/advocacy-research/tech-at-ftc/2024/02/ai-other-companies-quietly-changing-your-terms-service-could-be-unfair-or-deceptive
https://www.ftc.gov/policy/advocacy-research/tech-at-ftc/2024/02/ai-other-companies-quietly-changing-your-terms-service-could-be-unfair-or-deceptive
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Managing AI Incidents
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•Scenario: Not My Circus SA

• Not My Circus SA is a Polish toy and game 
manufacturer that has taken the world by 
storm.

- NMC’s imaginative designs are loved by 
kids big and small.

- Toy exports from the Far East have 
plummeted.

• NMC’s CEO is meeting Jan Kowalski, 
international YouTube influencer, about a 
future campaign.

• The Head of Social Media runs into the office 
in a state of total panic!

• A deepfake of Jan Kowalski has gone viral. 

• It’s a harrowing video “exposing” how NMC’s 
toys are killing children.

- Jan quickly says he’s never made such a 
video (he didn’t).

• Social media is on fire, the switchboard is 
going crazy…

…none of it is nice…

• What will you do????
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• Incident Response 

• According to a survey by Ponemon: 
• 77 percent of respondents say they lack a 

formal consistently-applied incident 
response plan.

• Nearly half say their plan is informal or 
nonexistent. 

• Among those with IR plans, only 32 
percent describe their initiatives as 
“mature”.

https://www.crowdstrike.com/cybersecurity-
101/incident-response/

• It is important is to define who is to do 
what and how is in charge.
• It is good practice to separate decision-

making and execution.

• Pre-arrange external expertise (as this is 
not BAU) eg.:
• Legal.

• Data recovery and forensics.

https://iapp.org/news/a/ai-incident-response-plans-
not-just-for-security-anymore/
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•Sources of Help?

https://aoninsights.com.au/surviving-ransomware-attack-
newcastle-grammar-case-study/

https://www.enisa.europa.eu/news/enisa-news/enisa-ai-threat-
landscape-report-unveils-major-cybersecurity-challenges

https://aoninsights.com.au/surviving-ransomware-attack-newcastle-grammar-case-study/
https://aoninsights.com.au/surviving-ransomware-attack-newcastle-grammar-case-study/
https://www.enisa.europa.eu/news/enisa-news/enisa-ai-threat-landscape-report-unveils-major-cybersecurity-challenges
https://www.enisa.europa.eu/news/enisa-news/enisa-ai-threat-landscape-report-unveils-major-cybersecurity-challenges
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Any Questions?
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Further

Readings

https://www.schneier.com/books/secrets-and-lies/
(For Managers)

https://csrc.nist.gov/pubs/ai/100/2/e2023/final
(For IT/Cybersecurity Teams)

https://www.schneier.com/books/secrets-and-lies/
https://csrc.nist.gov/pubs/ai/100/2/e2023/final
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•Agenda

1. Intro digital transformation
2. Consequences of digital transformation
3. Digital transformation in organizations
4. Digital transformation and people
5. Digital transformation and HRM
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Digital transformation
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A fundamental change process, enabled by the innovative use of digital technologies
accompanied by the strategic leverage of key resources and capabilities, aiming to radically
improve an entity and redefine its value proposition for its stakeholders.”

(Gong & Ribiere, 2021).

Signified by a broad adoption of digital technology and cultural change with a focus on people
and org change more about people and organizational change with a focus on customer
centricity, leadership, digital corporate culture and leveraging technologies that empower
and enable employees

This is different from:

• Digitization – a conversion of analog to digital processes with the aim of cost reduction

• Digitalization – Use of digital technologies and data to impact how work gets done,
transform how customers and companies engage and interact, and create new (digital)
revenue streams.

•Digital transformation
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•History of Transformation Drivers
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•Digital Transformation

• Industry 4.0

• Impact on individuals, organizations, society

• Displaced jobs, companies, entire industries

• New jobs, more complex skillsets (Frey & 
Osborne, 2017) 

• Organizational learning vital to be 
successful/survive (World Economic Forum 2020, 
2023)
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Consequences of Digital 
Transformation
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• Mostly thought of as a technology, but it is first and 
foremost an ambition to create systems that display 
intelligent behavior (Leijnen & Kamphuis, 2021)

• Three forms: 

• Programmed AI: designed by humans, with a particular 
function in mind, i.e. manufacturing robots, virtual travel 
agents or Excel sheet functions

• Statistical AI: the system learns to design itself given a 
particular predefined goal or function. Like humans, they 
can make decisions but cannot necessarily explain why 
they made these decisions. i.e.  Amazon’s diversity in 
recruitment, or social media, or Generative AI (ChatGPT)

• AI-for-itself: a system that can act autonomously, 
responsibly, possibly consciously, or not. Does not yet 
exist

•Artificial intelligence
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1. Geopolitics: China, Russia & 
US are leading in AI tech, 
Europe is lagging behind

2. AI can take a wrong turn

3. AI in the wrong hands can do 
terrible things

4. And then some more

• Challenges of artificial intelligence
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Digital transformation in 
organizations
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Changes at different levels

What do these changes mean 
for organizations?
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Modus operandi 
in organizations

Cynefin model, Snowden, 2000
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•How do we change 
organizations?

• (Digital) Strategy first
• Align with businessmodel
• Leverage insiders
• Design CX outside in
• Consider ecosystem
• Recognize employees’ fear of being replaced
• Bring start-up culture inside

70% of DT initiatives fail, mostly because:
• Focus is too much on purchasing technology
• Companies cannot align, or do not have the change 

competencies
Tabrizi, Lam, Girard & Irvin (2019)
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•Digital Management

• Cross-boundary teaming

• Overview & Scope

• Communicate, communicate, 
communicate

• Self-organizing teams

• Willingness to experiment

• Agile, Sprint, Scrum, SAFE

• More trust, less control

OR

Algorithmic management

Robots and AI in management?
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Re- &
Upskilling
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Theory of creative destruction (Schumpeter, 1942)
• Existing arrangements must be destroyed to 

free up resources and energy for innovation

Past industrial revolutions led to: 
• Displacement of traditional jobs
• New jobs that come up in industries that 

replace the old industries
• Human ability to adopt and acquire new skills 

through education (Goldin & Katz, 2009)

This may however not be true as tech enters more 
cognitive domains (Brynjolffson & McAfee, 2011)

•What does work look like in the ‘digital 
age’
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Re- and upskilling: 50% of all employees 
will need reskilling by 2025

By 2025, 85 million jobs will be 
displaced by automation

However, potentially, 90+ million new 
or adapted jobs will likely arise

World Economic Forum, 2020

•The skills challenge
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•What work will there be left?

• Originally, only rule-based manual routine work was automated
• Increasingly, rule-based cognitive work is being replaced (i.e. administration)
• Thanks to big data and AI, non-routine manual tasks can be automated (i.e. 

handwriting, speech recognition)
• Because of large-scale data (beyond bounded rationality of humans), non-routine 

cognitive tasks now also have become the domain of automation (i.e. fraud 
detection, MRI scanning, law, accounting, music, video, text)

However, higher-end jobs run lower risk than lower-end jobs and work that requires 
high abstraction levels and/or creativity runs lower risk……for now (Frey & Osborne, 
2013)
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•The development of skills requirements
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•Future skillset

Skill-level rises from:  EQF5,6,7 (trade 
degree, Associate Degree, Bachelor)

To: EQF 7,8,9 (Bachelor, Master, PhD)



3/26/202470
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Digital transformation & people
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•Automation-Augmentation Paradox
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•Algorithmic 
management
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Digitale transformatie & HRM



AI & HRM
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Recruitment – chatbots, AI selection, gamified assessment centers

Hiring & Firing based on people analytics (General Electrics) AI increasingly being used for firing procedures (US)

Organizational Learning – Talent management platforms/MIS

Performance reviews –people analytics, sensor data, performance data

Strategic HRM – long-term planning, transferring org change –data analytics
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